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Results
Q: Setting
g the exception
nal items to on
ne side for a moment,
m
you'v
ve posted a sttrong set of re
esults. What's
behind thiis underlying performance?
?
A: It's a continuation of th
he strategy thatt we've describ
bed several time
es before. With
hin GB we've le
ed with some vvery
strong inno
ovation, closing
g some distribu
ution gaps and some outstand
ding equity prog
grammes - for example, Pepssi
around the
e World Cup - but
b also we've continued
c
to stretch ourselvess internationall y. So clearly, the acquisition of
Britvic Fran
nce, but also th
he success thatt we're now enjjoying with Fru
uit Shoot in America and, mosst recently, Ausstralia.

Q: But witthin this, carbo
onates have outpaced
o
stills
s, where pricin
ng has remain
ned fairly flat...
A: Carbona
ates has perforrmed better as a category we think reflective
e of the econom
mic situation. B
But within stills in
particular, Robinsons has
s been our bestt performing stills brand but re
elatively has th
he lowest avera
age realised prrice.
e Pubs and Clu
ubs market has
s continued to be under real p
pressure and th
hat again flowss through into o
our
Further, the
Stills categ
gory. So it's a combination
c
of market conditio
on, but also the
e strength of ou
ur execution in Carbonates.

Q: Turning
g then to the impairment ch
harge relating to your busin
ness in Ireland
d, it's a consid
derable sum, b
but
perhaps not
n surprising given the Irish
h economy in the last few m
months. Wherre does this leave your Irish
h
business?
?
A: Well the
e business is fu
undamentally th
hat which we bo
ought. They ha
ave very good route-to-marke
et. They have vvery
strong bran
nds which conttinue to be num
mber one and number
n
two in ttheir respective
e categories. O
Our licensed
wholesale business, whils
st the channel itself is very ch
hallenged, is pe
erforming well.
What we're
e now reviewing
g is how can we
w best fit the organisation
o
to meet the chan ge in demandss of both the
customer and
a the consum
mer and we're confident
c
that with
w the investm
ment we've alre
eady made in Ireland, and tha
at
which we will
w make over the
t coming mo
onths and years
s, we will see th
he business re
eally drive forwa
ard and as the
economy im
mproves, we're
e confident thatt we will be fit for
f purpose and
d we will be successful.

Operational performanc
ce
B business has
s fared well th
his year with further share g
gains. What's behind this?
Q: The GB
A: It's really
y a combination of factors tha
at we've talked about consiste
ently. We've be
een very succe
essful with our
innovation with Mountain Dew Energy and
a Juicy Drenc
ch continuing.
v
focused on
n building our distribution
d
in co
onvenience an d impulse and food service a
and we've done
e that
We were very
very succe
essfully with the
e much broader portfolio of brrands that we n
now have, inclu
uding Lipton Ice
e Tea.
r some outsta
anding equity programmes.
p
P
Pepsi around th
he World Cup, and of course we
In addition to that we've run
celebrated 75 years with Robinsons at Wimbledon
W
which also proved
d to be very su
uccessful.
Crucially, we
w converted a very strong to
op line performa
ance into an evven stronger bo
ottom line perfo
ormance by
remaining very
v
focused on
o the cost of our operation.

Q: You outlined a new element of the GB strategy earlier this year; that of increasing your 'On-The-Go'
presence. How has that gone and what have you done to drive it?
A: Well we've been very pleased with the success we've enjoyed with 'On-The-Go'. A combination of factors: Firstly,
the portfolio has been much strengthened with the addition of Lipton Ice Tea, with Mountain Dew Energy and the
continued development of Juicy Drench; But we've also developed our relationship with Compass which we referred
to around a year ago and we've driven some very good in-market executions. So lots more people in stores
influencing presence in chillers and on shelves generally. So what we've seen is a 20 basis point improvement both in
our convenience and impulse share but also in our food service share. So we're very confident we've got a great
foundation to continue building that as we move into 2011 and beyond.

Q: It's some months now since you bought the business in France. How is the integration going and are you
still confident about what you acquired?
A: We're very confident about the acquisition. The integration plan is now well developed and we're now moving into
execution phase. We talked about a EUR17m synergy benefit over the course of three years. We're very confident
that that will be delivered and we've also had the good fortune to enjoy a very strong summer in France which directly
impacted on the performance of our brands. So although only with the Group for barely four or five months, we're
very pleased with the French acquisition.

Q: Britvic is expanding beyond Europe. The extension of the Fruit Shoot brand in Australia and the US, for
example. Can you give us any details on this?
A: Fruit Shoot, we believe, is a brand that has international stretch. We're launching Fruit Shoot in France in the New
Year. We are launching in Belgium as well. But to your question, we've also developed our relationship with a number
of independent bottlers in America and we believe there is still more potential there and the first where we've signed a
franchise agreement with Bickford's, which is an Australian soft drinks business, so they are now operating in a very
classic franchise structure. They manufacture, market and sell the brand and we provide them with the concentrate
and the brand equity. We're very pleased with the success we've enjoyed so far.

Outlook
Q: How do you think the soft drinks market will fare in 2011 and what plans have you got to drive further
growth?
A: The business strategy remains the same, so you won't be surprised that I talk about innovation. We have two or
three new pieces of innovation that will come to market in the spring of next year. We still have some big
opportunities within channels where we can build distribution and of course our core brands will continue to get our
full support.
Internationally, we still believe that in addition to Fruit Shoot there may well be potential for J2O and Juicy Drench in
other markets. But of course what we will be very closely focused on is that the economic environment we believe will
still be challenging, so we'll still keep a very close eye on our operating costs so that we can convert our top line
growth into a very strong bottom line performance again.

Q: You've previously stated your M&A strategy is focused on Europe. Is this still the case and do you expect
to remain acquisitive in 2011?
A: Well certainly our focus would be on markets that are near to home, so Northern and Western Europe would still
be the focus of our attention. I think with regard to M&A, one never really knows what is available, but certainly, as we
saw opportunities come along, we would look very closely at them. But at the moment we're clearly focused on
ensuring that our French business is well integrated, that we drive the recovery in Ireland and we continue to build on
the huge success that we've enjoyed in GB.

Q: So finally, how do you sum up 2010 and where is the focus in 2011?
A: Well 2010 was, I think, a great year. We delivered on all of our commitments to drive innovation, to build core
brands, to deliver our operating margin improvement and we're very pleased with that. I think as we look at 2011, our
planning assumption is that it will continue to be a relatively fragile consumer environment. We know that soft drinks
fare pretty well within a downturn and we also have a very strong package of activity across all of those elements that
have made 2010 a success and we believe we will execute them brilliantly well in 2011.

